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 - i like playing first person... That is done for the simple fact that most, if not all, the assassins are on land. I like their land
based attacks and their stealth is fine to me. Its the aim based combat and the shooting that I dislike. Especially aim based

movement like flying along walls or out of range. How so? All the assassins have different types of movement, and a lot of them
rely heavily on stealth and planning. I like the style of stealth, because it makes them rather small targets to hit and if you were

smart enough you could kill them before they can kill you. That is true but they can fight each other in mid air. Ive been in some
fights where all of them were in mid air and fighting each other. The only way to stop that was to get in the middle and pull one
of them down. If they started getting in your face you could get hit in the back, especially with a big crowd of them. There is the

point where they would pull out there weapons, point them at you and start shooting. When it gets to that point its time to run.
The flying and walls are no problem in my games, i found that people put way too much attention to it and they can only kill you

if they aim really well or are lucky. Stealth, on the other hand, is very hard to pull off, if you dont do it right they will turn
around and see you and you are already dead I like the style of stealth, because it makes them rather small targets to hit and if

you were smart 82157476af
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